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THE INCOME CERTIFICATE PLAN FOR AGRICULTURE

1* The plan.

The income certificate plan is a combination of pro-
oeseing taxes and benefit payments* It takes its name from
the certificates which would be employed to make benefit
payments to producers of certain agricultural commodities
and to collect taxes on the occasion of the first domestic
sale of these commodities in processed condition* Both
operations would be conducted by the Secretary of Agriculture
independently of the United States Treasury.

1/ The summary of the Income Certificate Plan for Agriculture
is based on "certificate plan" bills introduced during the
1939 regular session of Congress* Throughout the analysis
the principal differences between the provisions of these
bills and those of the plan currently sponsored by the De-
partment of Agriculture are noted. These differences are:

(1) In the wheat and cotton bills introduced at the
last session, the price of the certificate was to be
equal to the difference between average farm price and
parity price or cost of production, whichever is higher.
Under the Department of Agriculture's plan the price of
the certificate would be equal to the difference between
average farm price and parity price. The criterion Hcost
of production11 is eliminated.

(2) The "certificate plan11 bill for wheat introduced
at the last session provided that farmers receive parity
prices on their production for domestic consumption as
well as for normal exports. This would have required
domestic consumers of wheat products to pay 120 percent
of the parity price of wheat. Under the Department of
Agriculture's plan, parity prices would be paid only on
domeetic consumption.

(3) Under the "certificate plan" bills benefits would
be paid and taxes would be collected by the Secretary of
Agriculture independently of the United States Treasury.
Under the Department of Agriculture's plan the existing
facilities of the Treasury Department would be utilized
in collecting certificates from the processors.
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2. Ob.1eotire of plan*

The certificate plan is- a device to enable producers
of selected agricultural commodities to obtain the equiv-
alent of parity prices for part or all of their production,
without at the same time affecting their competitive posi-
tion in foreign markets* It Is a method for providing one
type of agrioulture benefits - parity payments - outside of
the Budget and without direct recourse to the general fund
of the Government.

3* Mechanics of plan*

The Secretary of Agriculture would issue certificates
to correspond in volume to the estimated domestic consump-
tion (and in some cases normal exports) of a given agricul-
tural commodity* These certificates would be distributed
to producers in accordance with their marketing quotas.
To receive the certificates producers would have to comply
with the requirements of the agricultural program. The
certificates would have a cash value generally equal to
the excess of the parity price of the commodity Cor cost
of production, if It Is higher) over its average farm price.
In effect, the producer would receive on that portion of
his production required for domestic consumption (and in
some cases for exports) a total amount equal to its parity
price or cost of production whichever was greater. Part
of that amount would come from the sale of his produce
at prevailing farm prices; part of It from the sale of
his share of the certificates.

The producers would realize the value of their cer-
tificates by selling them through the facilities of a pool
operated by the Secretary of Agriculture, to those re-
quired to buy them. The certificates would have to be
purchased by those making the first domestic sale of all
articles processed or manufactured from the farm commodity
affected. Persons making such first sales would be re-
quired to make a monthly return to the Secretary of Agri-
oulture showing the quantities of such manufactured articles
sold by them. They would have to attaoh to these monthly
returns, an amount of certificates corresponding to the
physical quantity of the particular agricultural commodity
used In the manufacture of the sold article.

**•• Legislative history.

The certificate plan is advanced by its sponsors In
an attempt to plaoe part of the agricultural program on a
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permanent finanoial basis, without dependence uoon annual
Congressional appropriations* At the 1939 regular session
of Congress six bills were Introduced, which provided for
the application of the plan to cotton, rice and wheat*
The Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry has held
hearings on the plans for wheat and rice; the House Com-
mittee on Agrioulture on the t>lan for rioe. The rice plan
ha8 been approved by the Senate Committee and by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture. The Director of the Budget has re-
served Judgment "as to the relationship of this legislative
proposal to the program of the President."

5. Relation to the agricultural program*

The certificate plan Is proposed as an addition to
the present agricultural program* It not only leaves the
principal features of the present program unchanged but
Is in fact conditional upon the retention of that program.
The certificate plan can be coordinated with the acreage
allotment, soil conservation, crop loan and marketing quota
features of the present agricultural program. In the case
of the commodities to which it aoplies, it will replace
the so-called parity payments now made from general revenues*
(Appropriation for parity payments for the 19*K) program,
$225,000,000)•

6* Tax features.

(a) Commodities taxed. Adoption of the certificate
plan would be equivalent to the enactment of a processing
tax. The certificate tax, however, would differ in some
respects from the invalidated processing taxes. Certif-
icate taxes would be imposed on specific commodities pre-
sumably by the enactment of separate bills applying to
each Individual commodity. The bills thus far introduced
would tax cotton, rice and wheat.

(b) Tax rates. The rate of the certificate tax on
rice is specified at 1 cent per nound of clean rice.
Rates on cotton and wheat would be set at the beginning
of each crop year. For cotton the rate would be equal
to the excess of the parity price or cost of production,
whichever is higher, over the estimated average farm
price, Including parity payments. For wheat the rate
would be 120 percent of this excess. A compensating tax
Is imposed on imports. No floor stock tax is provided.
On the basis of November 15, 1939 farm prices, it is cal-
culated that the tax rates indicated by the certificate
plans would Impose a 7*1 cents tax per r>ound of lint cotton
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and a kS.l cents tax per bushel of wheat* If parity prices
on normal exports were not provided, the tax rate for wheat
would be 40.1 oents. Under the processing taxes the rate
on cotton was ^.2 cents and the rate on wheat was 30 cents.

(0) Base of tax. The tax would be levied with respect
to each commodity on a quantity basis - so many cents per
pound or bushel - without regard to variations in type,
grade, or price. It would be collected on the oocasion of
the first domestic sale of any article manufactured wholly
or partly from the given agricultural commodity.

(d) Exemptions. The sale of commodities for export
would be exempt. fcT prevent pyramiding, articles prooessed
or manufactured from another article which had previously
been taxed would be exempt.

(*) Tax load# On the basis of price conditions as of
November 15, 1939, and on the basis of available estimates
of volume of consumption (both sets of data from Department
of Agriculture sources), it is computed that the "certificate
plan" bills would impose an annual tax of approximately
#11,000,000 on rice, #23^,000,000 on cotton, and #2^0,000,000
on wheat.

(f) Date of termination. The certificate plans oontain
no specific provision regarding length of time for which the
taxes are to remain in effect. They would presumably continue
until repealed.

(g) Administration. Responsibility for the collection
of taxes, for the distribution of benefits, for the receipt
of monthly tax returns, and for all determinations is vested
with the Seoretary of Agriculture.

7. Effects on agricultural producers.

(a) The certificate plan would afford large benefit
payments to the producers of agricultural commodities affected.
These benefit payments would probably be considerably higher
than are likely to be made available through appropriations
from the general fund of the Treasury. They would be in lieu
of parity payments, but probably would be additional to most
of the other categories of Federal agricultural expenditures*
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(b) In the long run, the certificate plan would prob-
ably provide benefit payments with greater re^oilarity than
would direct Congressional appropriations*

(c) The plan would not affect adversely the competi-
tive position of the American farmer in the foreign markets.
On the contrary, it could be so devised as to place the
American farmer in an advantageous position with respect to
exports.

(d) The plan would provide a kind of gratuitous crop
Insurance. It would assure the growers a minimum annual
revenue without regard to the actual yield of their acreage.

(e) The plan would make the control of the volume of
agricultural production relatively more easy to enforce.

(f) The Dlan could not be applied with uniform effective-
ness to all commodities. It could not serve effectively to
raise the income of farmers producing commodities for which
the domestic demand ie appreciably reduced as the price in-
ereaees.

(g) Since the certificates for any one agricultural
commodity would have a uniform price, the plan would afford
relatively larger benefit payments to producers of a low
priced variety than to producers of a high priced variety
product.

(h) Land owners would stand to be the largest gainers.
Agricultural labor would probably be a substantial loser.
Sharecroppers and tenant farmers would gain In some, but
lose in other respects.

g# Effect on agricultural trades.

Processors and <3 istributors of agricultural commodities
and their products would be adversely affected.

(a) Because the margins of profits of processors and
distributors are small, any substantial part of the tax burden
which they would have to absorb would cut their profits.

(b) Reduced consumption resulting from the imposition of
these he«vy taxes would reduce the volume of the processors1
and listributore1 trade.

(c) Periodic changes in tax rates would be likely to
disrupt processors' and distributors1 business methods.
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(d) Processors and distributors would bear the bulk of
the burden of tax compliance, through advancing the amount
of the taxes, filing monthly tax returns, and maintaining
prescribed records.

9* Fiscal effects.

(a) Fiscal management*

(1) The plan would sanction large public expenditures
outside the budget, exempt from periodic executive and legis-
lative review. In consequence, the effective use of fiscal
policy as an instrument of economic control would be imoaired
and a safeguard against unwise allocation of public funds
would be sacrificed.

(2) The adoption of the plan would make it more diffi-
cult to determine the amount of actual public expenditures and
the actual tax burden of the various groups of taxpayers.

(3) The plan would establish a dangerous precedent
which other economic groups would.strive to emulate, thereby
seriously endangering fiscal planning.

(b) Tax administration.

(1) The tax features of the certificate plan are
(almost of necessity) insufficiently integrated and therefore
would be likely to create inequities*

(2) Because of the severity of the tax burden, tax
evasion would be stimulated, especially by fpnn and rural con-
sumers of taxed products.

(3) The olan makes no provision for compensatory taxes
on floor stocks and on competing commodities. Such compensa-
tory taxes are essential to safeguard processors and distributors
against losses when rates are reduced and to prevent profiteer-
ing when rates are increased.

(c) Federal expendlturee.

Adoption of the certificate plan would greatly increase
total public expenditures for the benefit of agriculture.
Whether on balance it would Increase or decrease expenditures
from the general revenues of the Government cannot be fore-
cast with assurance.
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(1) On the one hand, If the certificate plan is
adopted, that portion of parity payment8 now finanoed from
general revenues, which is expended In behalf of the commo-
dities covered by the plan, oould be eliminated*

(2) The enaotment of the plan might weaken agricul-
ture's resistance to reductions in appropriations.

(3) On the other hand, if the plan were adopted, it
might result in increased expenditures on behalf of the
produoere of non-certificated commodities in order to give
them benefit payments on a par with those obtained by the
producers of commodities covered by the plan.

If the plan resulted in reduced consumption and
increased surpluses, the net cost of surplus disposal programs
might be increased.

(5) The increased cost of living, resulting from the
adoption of the certificate plan, might lndireotly raise
Federal expenditures for relief purposes.

(d) Distribution of burdens and benefits.

(1) The certificate plan would Impose what in effeot
amounts to a processing tax on some necessities. The burden
't>uld fall largely on consumers. It would be a regressive
tax, Imposed not only without regard to taxpaying ability but
without regard to the price of the consumed commodity.

(2) The imposition of a tax of this magnitude, super-
imposed on the present tax system, would severely affect the
ourdhaelng Dower of the lower-income groups*

(3) Payments under the plan would be made to about
three million producers, some of which now receive substantial
incomes, at the expense of another group comprising four mil-
lion farm families, more than twenty-two million non-farm
families and several million single individuals, and including
the unemployed, the relief recipients and many others with
very low Incomes. In the process, some purchasing t>ower would
be transferred from low-income families to higher-income
families and some from high to lower income families.

Aside from limitations on maximum payments to indi-
vidual producers, the benefits under the certificate plan
would be distributed among producers approximately in proportion
to the present distribution of incomes, those producing large
amounts receiving more money from the plan than those producing
smaller amounts.
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This memorandum examines the proposed ineone certificate plan for

agriculture9 with special reference to its tax aspects and fiscal impli-

cations* It is concerned only with the principal features of the plan

and makes no attempt to describe in detail all rarlations between the

several Congressional bills embodying the proposal, except insofar as

such rar1atIons are deemed to be of basic importance*

No attempt Is here made to inquire into the Nation's agricultural

problem itself; what the nature of that problem is and whether the

present agricultural program attacks it In a rational way. Only suf-

ficient description of the existing complex agricultural program is

proTlded (for the benefit of readers not conrersant with its many

features) to reveal clearly the projected role of the proposed certifi-

cate plan. The legal problems raised by the certificate plan are here

wholly ignored.

Finally, it should be noted that this analysis is based on

"Certificate Plan" bills introduced during the 1939 regular session of

Congress. Such differences between the provisions of these bills and

those of the plan currently sponsored by the Department of Agriculture

as have thus far been indicated are noted.l/

l/ Statements regarding the plan currently sponsored by the Department
of Agriculture are based on a tentative and confidential memorandum
entitled "Summary description of the Farmers1 Income certificate
program19, December 20, 1939 (revised), submitted to the Fiscal and
Monetary Committee and hereafter referred to as the Department of
Agriculture memorandum.
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I. Introduction

The certificate plan is a combination of benefit payments and pro-

cessing taxes. It is a device to enable domestic producers of agricultural

commodities to obtain parity trices for that segment of their production

which is consumed domestically (and in some cases exported), without at the

sajQe tine affecting their competitive position in foreign markets, l /

Viewed in another light, the certificate plan is a method for provid-

ing one type of agricultural benefits, so-called parity payments, outside

of the Budget and without recourse to the general fund of the Government*

It takes i ts name from the certificates employed to provide benefit pay-

ments to producers of certain agricultural commodities and to collect taxes

on the occasion of the first domestic sale of these commodities. Both

operations are conducted by the Secretary of Agriculture, independently of

the United States Treasury. 2/

Certificates would be issued in volume to correspond to the estimated

domestic consumption (and in some cases, normal exports) l / of a given

agricultural commodity. These certificates would be assigned to the pro-

ducers of that commodity in accordance with their allotted share in the

Nation1 s production nuota, provided that they conrnlied with the el igibil ity

renuirenents of the agricultural program. The certificates would have a

cash value generally equal to the excess of the rarity r>rice of the connodity

1/ The "certificate plan11 bil l for wheat introduced at the last session
~ provided that farmers receive Parity prices on their production for

domestic consumption as well as for normal exnorts. This would have
reouired domestic consumers of wheat products to pay 120 percent of
the parity nrice of wheat. Under the Department of Agriculture1 s
plan, parity prices would be paid only on domestic consuinntion.

?/ Under the Department of Agriculture's plan the existing facil it ies
~~ of the Treasury Department wô ild be utilized in collecting certifi-

cates fron the processors.
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(or cost of production, if it is higher) over its average farm r>rice. l/

Thus, on that portion of his production required for domestic consunp-

tion (and in some cases, for exports), each producer would receive a

total return equal to parity nrlce or cost of production, whichever is

hi^ier. He would receive that return in two parts: one from the sale

of his product in the usual manner at prevailing farm prices; the re-

mainder from the proceeds of his share of the certificates.

Producers would obtain the value of their certificates by selling

them (indirectly) to those required to "buy them. The r>lan prescribes

that certificates be purchased at the fixed -nrice in connection with

the first domestic sale of all articles "orocessed or manufactured from

the commodity* Persons making such first sale would be reouired to make

a monthly return showing the quantities of such manufactured articles

sold. They would be reouired to accompany such returns with an amount

of certificates, corresponding to the physical quantity of the particular

agricultural commodity used in the manufacture of the sold article. Com-

pensating provisions would arrply in connection with inroortations of

certificated commodities. Exports would be exempt.

The principle of the certificate plan has been in use in foreign

countries for several years. In the agricultural countries of Central

Europe it was adopted in the late twenties and in a nodifled form remains

In use today.

1/ In the wheat and cotton bills Introduced at the last session, the r>rlce
of the certificate was to be equal to the difference between average
fam rrice and rarity price or cost of r^roHuetion, whichever is hi^ier.
Under the Department of Agriculture's nlan the r>rice of the certificate
would be enurl to the difference between average farm price and parity
thrice. The criterion "cost of nroductton11 is eliminated.
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In the United States it appears to have been proposed originally

as a feature of the old domestic allotment ^lan a dozen years ago, l/

The scheme received its recent impetus as a result of the invalidation

of the processing taxes by the Supreme Court in United States v. Butler.

January b, 1936 and in Rlckert Rice Mills v. Tontenot, January 13, 1936*

The certificate r>lan is advanced in an attempt to place mrts of

the agricultural T>rô rajm on a permanent financial basis without dependence

uoon annual Congressional appropriations. Secretary Wallace's speech

of December 5, 1^39. leaves no doubt on this r>oint:

••The National Farm Program which began in 1933...,is a
far-flung effort in which more than three-fourths of the
farmers of the United States are taking r>art

"••••How really permanent is that program? The Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1933 was hailed as the Ulagna Charta1

for American agriculture. It save to our farmers the unifying
support of government and provided a source of revenue to keep
their r>rograro going. Then A S\tpreme Court decision in 1936
destroyed that fMagna Charta.1 Much of it has been regained,
and improved unon. But the most vital part of all — the
continuing source of revenue — has never been put back.

"Up to the present, that loss has not been seriously felt
by farmers. Congress has directed that the farm prô rajms be
financed from the general Treasury. Like the arvoropriations
for nubile works and unemployment relief, for the rescue of
business and finance, and for building tip the army and navy,
these funds have come in large part fron borrowed money.

HNow a new situation has developed. One country after
another in the Old World has fallen victim to aggression by
predatory powers, and a war involving three of the strongest
nations in Europe is now being fought. We in the New World find
It imperative to make our own defense impregnable, lest the

if Henry A. Wallace, "How permanent is the farm program?11 Address at
the twentieth annual meeting of the American Farm Bureau ̂ federation
at Chicago, December 5, 1939• Department of Agriculture press
release, page 13«
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depredations that have "become all too common In the Old World
spread to our shores• That means we must undertake the
biggest peacetime expenditures In our history for the army
and the npjry. That means our entire Federal "budget must be
given sharp scrutiny and review*

"And so In the next few months, the farmers are "bound
to come face to face with the question, How really permanent
Is the National Farm ProgramT" ij

During the last session of Congress (First Session, 76th Congress)

six "bills were introduced to apply the certificate plan to cotton, rice

and wheat* 2/ The plan for wheat (S. 2395) advanced to the hearing

stage in the Senate and that for rice in both the House (H* R* 665U)

and the Senate (S» 2573)* The rice plan (with minor amendments) was

approved by the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry ]J9 but

failed to reach the discussion stage on the floor. The plan also has

the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture* In his report on S. 2573t

the Secretary stated:

1/ Ibid, page U.
2/ The six bills are:

(1) S. 2195 (wheat) introduced by Senator Wheeler, Hay 10, 1939:
(2) S. 2&3U (cotton) Introduced by Senator Lee, May 17t 1939;
(3) H. R. Q&2 (cotton) introduced by Representative Nichols,

May 23. 1939;
(U) H* R* 6671 (cotton) introduced by Representative Cartwright,

June 5. 1939;
(5) H# R* 665^ (rice) introduced by Representative De Rouen,

June ?, 1939; and
(6) S. 2573 (rice) Introduced by Senator niender, June 7, 1939*

2/ Report from the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry to accompany
&• 2573* Report No. 7^3t 76th Congress, First Session.
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HIt is "believed that the certificate program set forth
in the bill constitutes a sound and desirable means for
making further progress in "bringing about a fair and equitable
participation by rice growers In the national income* The
program would be administratively practical and irould avoid
burdens on the Federal Treasury* Under a certificate program
the increased income of fanners would be obtained In the form
of increased returns from the domestic market. Tor this reason,
a certificate program would not be subject to the difficulties,
limitations, and uncertainties involved in any program that
relies greatly on net appropriations from the General Fund
of the Treasury."

H....the Department favors enactment of the bill.* \J

The Secretary of Agriculture went on to inform the Committee that

the bill Incorporating the certificate plan for rice was referred to

the Bureau of the Budget and that the Director of the Budget advised the

Department of Agriculture that there would be no objection on the part

of his office to the submission of the Secretary's report on S. 2573 to

the Congress, "with the understanding that no commitment would thereby

be made as to the relationship of this legislative proposal to the program

of the President.11

The testimony on the wheat bill Indicates that the certificate plan

is sponsored by the National Farmers Union, whose representatives partici-

pated in the drafting of the wheat, cotton and rice bills, 2J They are

presumably engaged in drafting bills to cover other farm commodities, jj

1/ Hearings on S. 2373 before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Agrlcul-
ture and Forestry, U. S« Senate, 76th Congress, First Session,
pages 69-71.

2/ Hearings on S. 2395 "before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Agricul-
ture and Forestry, U# S, Senate, 76th Congress, First Session, page 29.

2/ Ibid, pages 68-9*
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That it is contemplated to apply the certificate plan to some of

the other agricultural commodities as soon as practicable is indicated

>>2r the fact that each of the "bills pertaining to cotton (and wheat)

provides that:

"Whenever the Secretary (of Agriculture) has reason to
believe that a substantial majority of the producers of any
agricultural commodity are in favor of establishing for that
commodity an allotment-certificate plan similar to the cotton-
allotment-certificate plan set up under this section, he shall
conduct a referendum among the producers of such commodity*
The Secretary shall report the results of such referendum to
the Congressf and if two-thirds of the producer^ of rach
comnodity voting In the referendum vote In favor of such a
plan the Secretary shall recommend to the Congress any pro-
visions which he deems appropriate to be included in an allot-
ment-certificate plan for such commodity*w l/

The sponsors of the certificate plan, however, recognize that Its

usefulness from the agricultural point of view is limited to those

commodities in connection with which the burden of a processing tax

tends to be borne by consumers, processors and distributors and not by

producers* "It would apparently be especially well suited to such

export connodlties as cotton, wheat and rice. But it would not woric

the same wa,v if applied to corn. Like the old corn and hog processing

taxes, It wô ild tend to cone out of the farmer's price." Zj

y H. R. 6US2, Sec. 35OM1).
2/ Wallace, "How permanent is the farm program?M page
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I I . Relation of the Plan to the Agricixltural Program

The several cert i f i cate -plans are proposed as amendments and addi-

tions to the "basic agricultural program ae provided "by the Agricultural

Adjustment Act of 1^33# approved on Febriary l 6 t 1?38. Their workability

i s conditional upon the retention of -the present program in most of i t s

pertinent features. To appraise the significance of the cert i f icate plans

i t i s , therefore, necessary to comprehend the "broad scope and operations

of t'"e agricultural program under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 153^,

the principal features of which are here summarized.

1. Acreage allotments and conservation payments*

The agricultural program provides for production control of corn,

cotton, wheat, rice and tobacco, l / Srxh year, the Secretary^/ proclaims

the national E,crear°;e allotments required to producef on the "basis of average

yie lds , the quantities of these commodities for normal domestic consumptior,

normal er^orts, normal carryover, and for various reserves. The national

aci'ea^e allotments are then apportioned amon.̂  the States producing these

comodit les . The State allotments are in turn divided anon~ counties

rithin the Statec anc rxion^ farms within the counties. The "bases for

these &,p ortionments varv v/iV\ the commodities, "but in f̂ enerrJL the "basis

for tVc Str.te r^r county allotments i s past acreage while that for the

ir^ivif1-"-'.! farms nust t^zo into cons5.deration t i l l a b l e acrea^o, crop

rot-t ior ^r",rticen, t*"̂ e of s o i l , topography and production equ.ipnent.

1 / The pro~rr.:i applies to s ix different hinds of to"bacco, each divided
into t '^es , ixnC each handled largely as a separate commodity.

r/ ••Secrrtr.ry11 menns Secretary of Ar;ri cult Tire.
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Compliance by farmers with the acreage allotments Is voluntary.

Tanners, however, are induced to conform to the allotments b?~ the fact

that their degree of compliance is ta^en into account in determining

eligibility for conservation and other benefit payments. The approprlar-

tion for the agricultural conservation program In fiscal year 19*+0

amounts to $500,000,000.

2. Crop loans.

The Commodity Credit Corporation Is authorised, upon recommendation

of the Secretary and with the approval of the President, to make loans

on all agricultural commodities. In the case of wheat, cotton and corn,

loans are mandatory. For the first two of these comnoditles the Secretary

Is free to set a loan rate between 52 percent and 75 percent of parity

prices. The loan rate for corn also ranges between these limits but

specific rates applicable under specific conditions are prescribed by

statute, leaving no discretion to the Secretary. However, in the case

of the basic commodities, If the marketing quotas discussed In the next

section are rejected, no further loans on that commodity can be made

Tint 11 the beginning of the next marketing year.

The law specifies that "no producer shall be personally liable for

any deficiency arising from the sale of the collateral securing any loan."

Thus, in effect, If the market price is low, the farmer can forfeit his

collateral unless the loan Is extended for his future benefit; If the

price rises, he can repay the loan, and reclaim and sell his commodity.
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The availability of crop loans may hare an important bearing on the scope of

the certificate plan. Insofar as the loans tend to set what in effect

amounts to a bottom for agricultural prices, the sise of the differential

"between parity prices or cost of production and average farm prices is

affected.

3« Marketing quotas.

The agricultural program authorizes limitations on the marketing of

the five basic commodities through the establishment of marketing quotas*

These marketing quotas become effective only when total supplies exceed the

proclaimed normal supplies by amounts specified for each commodity in the

Act. However, the quotas become effective only after they are approved

in a producers1 referendum. Sales in excess of marketing quotas are

subject to a penalty per pound or bushel.

After approval of two-thirds of the voting farmers who will benefit

by them and who ballot in a referendum conducted by the Secretary, nartreting

quotas for the basic comnoditles are allotted to the various States, counties

and Individual farmers, l/ On commodities withheld from markets and stored,

farmers receive commodity loans through the Commodity Credit Corporation. 2j

In this manner, some supplies otherwise available for marketing are in

"surplus11 years withheld from the markets by storing under seal any

quantities above the marketing quota. In years of low yield and high prices

these sealed supplies will be released for marketing by farmers paying off

the loans.

1/ For the coming mariceting year marketing quotas have been approved by
referendum for cotton.

2/ Non-cooperating farmers receive only 60 percent of the amount of loans
available to cooperating farmers, on that part of their crop that
would be subject to penalty If marketed.
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As an additional "benefit, the Act provides that when appropriations

are made therefor the Secretary i s authorized to distribute parity pay-

ments. Insofar as appropriations permit, these payments are intended to

Increase the income of farmers who comply with the Act up to the anount

represented by their normal production times the parity price. The

appropriation und*r this authorization was $212,000f000 for the 1939

program and $225,000,000 for the 19^0 program*

5# C rop 1nsurance,

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 193^ established the Federal

Crop Insurance Corporation to provide crop insurance for wheat farmers

against loss through crop failure. Such Insurance covers not less than

50 percent and not more than 75 percent of the average wheat yield of

insured farms. The insurance premiums are payable in actual **ieat or

in i t s cash equivalent. Insured farmers may also be paid in actual

wheat i f they so elect*

6* Appropriations to encourage domestic consumption and exports*

In addition to the appropriations for crop loans, parity payments

and the conservation program, two others require special mention.

Under Section 32 of the Anended Agricultural Adjustment Act, 3° Pep-

cent of customs receipts is permanently appropriated for use in encoura;*-

inir the domestic consumption and exports of a l l agricultural commodities, \J

lor the current fiscal year an additional appropriation of $113#000,000

\J Total customs collections amounted to $359^000,000 and $319fOOO,OOO
in fiscal years 1?38 and 1939*
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Is available for encouraging the domestic consumption and export of agri-

cultural commodities. These two appropriations are used for export sub-

sidies and payments for the Food Stamp Plan, the purchase of "surplus11

agricultural commodities for relief distribution, and for diversion of

wsurplu8esM to such unusual channels of trade as potatoes for livestock

feed or starch and cotton for bagging bales of cotton.

Of the basic commodities, an export subsidy Is now provided cotton.

A wheat subsidy was inaugurated in September 193^ and later was extended to

the current crop year, but was discontinued on December 29. 1939* Sales of

wheat and flour for export totaled approximately 118 million bushels for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939. Of this total approximately 3k million

bushels were subsidized at a cost of about $25,700,000, or about 27.U cents

a bushel. \J

A cotton exnort subsidy was initiated in July 1939* The rate of pay-

ment was I1; cents r>er pound of lint cotton exported, with corresponding

T)?yments on cotton goods. Effective December 6, 19391 the rate of the export

subsidy was cut in half to 3/U cents r>er t>ound. On December 8 and 11 it was

further reduced to U/lO cents and 2,/lO cents, respectively. Information on

the cost of the exnort subsidy during its four months of operation is

not available. However, sal^s and deliveries for exnort during the

four-mo nth -nerlod (July 27 - December U) amounted to U,3UU,35U bales 2/

or 982f0OO more than the entire export In the 1938-39 crop year. ]jj

1/ U. S. De-ot. of Agriculture, Press Release, July 18, 1939*
*2J This represents 2,076,601,212 r>ounds, which at the rate of I1- cents

per nound, amounts approximately to $31,150,000.
3/ IIAW York Times, December 6, 193̂ » ?*£« 3̂ » It is not Intended to

1 irmly that a causal relationship necessarily exists between the
increase in exports and the availability of an export subsidy.
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III. Essential Details of the Certificate Plan ̂ 7

The provisions of the various bills incorporating the certificate plan

are identical in general outline bat differ with respect to some important

details* The following description of the principal details of the plan

is based on the proposal for rice, which is the simplest of the three com-

modity proposals. 2/ Where the provisions for wheat and cotton differ In

important respects fron that for rice, the differences are noted.

1# Certificate allotments.

Prior to the end of every calendar year the Secretary will estimate

the ouantlty of milled rice required for domestic consumption during the

next marketing year. TJ The estimated domestic consumption will be based

on domestic consumption during the preceding 5 marketing years, adjusted

for recent trends, k/ This will constitute the rice certificate allotment

for that marketing year. In the case of wheat and cotton, the domestic

consumption is calculated on the basis of a 10-year average and adjustments.

Moreover, the certificate allotment for wheat includes, in addition, an

amount equal to a normal yearfs exports. 5/ These certificate

1/ The r>uraose of the bills providing for the certificate plans Is
stated in the preambles to be:

flTo amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1C*38, as emended,
for the nurnose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce In
wheat (cotton or rice) •nrovldin* for the orderly marketing of wheat
(cotton or rice) «t fair prices in interstate and foreign commerce,
insuring to wheat (cotton) producers a parity Income from •'heat
(cotton) based ur̂ on parity -price or cost of production, whichever is
higher and for other purposes. H

2/ H. H. 665U and S. 2573.
2/ The marketing years for rice and cotton begin on August 1; for wheat

on July 1.
U/ The bill, however, rrovides thnt the Secretary may in the course of

the marketing year make such adjustments in the domestic consumption
quota as he finds to "be necessary Hto permit the orderly mariceting
of rice at rrices fair to both producers and corsuners.•..M

5/ See page 2, footnote 1#
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allotments9 It will be noted, are based on and are correlated with the

acreage allotment, marketing quota and loan provisions of the 193S

Agricultural Adjustment Act,

2* Certificates Issued*

At the "beginning of the marikreting year the Secretary will issue

rice certificates corresponding to the number of pounds of the milled

rice allottoent for that marketing year. Thereafter he will apportion

the total amount of the certificates issued amon^ the rice producers on

the basis of their respective shares in the total normal production

allotted for the marketing year. The acreage allotments estimated to

produce the normal production, it Trill be recalled, will have been made

by the Secretary under the conservation program. The apportionment among

producers, it will be noted, will be made on the basis of the normal

production of their allotted acreage (average adjusted yield of such

acreage times the allotted number of acres) without regard to yields

actually realized.

3* Apportionment formulae.

The plan for wheat and cotton specifies that a farmfs certificate

allotment is to be divided amon* the landlords, tenants and sharecroppers

In the sane proportion that they are respectively "entitled to share in

the proceeds of the (rheat or cotton) crop with respect to which the

allocation is nade."
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The rice certificates will "be apportioned among rice producers In

proportion to the estimated normal yield of their share of the total

acreage allotment* In the case of wheat and cotton, however, a reduction

will be made In any person's share of these certificates (person meaning

landlord, tenant or sharecropper and not the farm) In accordance with the

following formulaei

For wheat 1
Percentage

That portion of the share which Is included reduction
within the following intervals of such portion

10,000 to 12,000 bushels 10
12,000 to lUf000 bushels 20
lU,000 to 16,000 bushels }0
16,000 to 12,000 bushels MO
A l l over 18,000 bushels 50

Tor cottons 1 /

That portion of the share which Is included Percentage
within the following intervals (pounds of reduction

l i n t cotton) of such portion

More than 0 pounds but not more than 2,500 pounds•••• 0
More than 2,500 pounds but not more than 3#000 pounds 15
More than 3,000 pounds but not more than 1,500 pounds "JO
More than 3t5OO pounds but not siore than 4 , 0 0 0 pounds 45
More than U,000 pounds but not more t h a n U,500 pounds 60
More than H,500 pounds but not more than 5 t000 pounds 75
A l l over 5 ,000 pounds 90

\J The plan for cotton nppears to specify that the reduction factor shall
apply to landlords in only exceptional cases* That it shall not apply
"in the case of that part of a landlord1 s share of the allocation to
any farm which calculated on the basis of the division of the proceeds
of cotton produced under a tenancy or sharecropper relationship if tVe
division of such proceeds between the landlord and the tenant or share-
cropper is determined by the local committee to be in accordance with
fair and customary standards of renting or sharecror>ping prevailing
in the locality." (H. R. 667I, page U, lines 3 - l l J
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U* Distribution to producers«

At the beginning of the marketing year the Secretary will distribute

to each rice grower his pro rata share of the rice certificates on condi-

tion that ••prior to the beginning of such marketing year (he) has esta-

blished to the satisfaction of the Secretary that he does not have, and

will not have, available for marketing during such marketing year rice

• ... in excess of the- normal production or the actual production, which-

ever is the greater, of his acreage allotment for the current calendar

year." Producers who fall to meet this requirement for marketing will

not be eligible for the time being to receive their share of the certifi-

cates* However, small producers who plant an acreage which normally

would produce not more than 100 barrels of rough rice qualify automatically* 1/

In the case of wheat and cotton the physical certificates themselves

would not be given the producers but would Instead be sold to a pool oper-

ated >y the Secretary* (See section 6 below.) Those entitled to certifi-

cate allotments would receive their cash equivalents*

5« Price of certificates.

In the case of rice the price of the certificate is specified In the

proposed legislation at 1 cent for each pound of milled rice it represents*

Ho provision is made for changing the price of the rice certificate in

the event of changes in the market price of the commodity.

The price of wheat and cotton certificates, however, would not be

specified by statute* Their price is to be determined on the basis of

1/ A barrel is the equivalent of 162 pounds of rough rice and will
yield approximately 100 pounds of milled or clean rice*
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statutory formulae. It is to be determined by calculating Mthe amount

by which the parity price or the cost of production, whichever is the

higher, exceeds the estimated average farm price (including parity

payments) for the next succeeding marketing year.11 \J

The Secretary is instructed to appoint an advisory committee, coiv*

sisting of three representative wheat (or cotton) growers, one represen-

tative consumer and one representative of the Federal Government, to

recoviend to him the price to be fixed for wheat (or cotton) allotment

certificates for the coming marketing year. The bill prescribes the
I

statistics to be eiqployed In determining cost of production and provides

that "after considering the recommendations of the advisory committee,

the Secretary, on the basis of the same statistics used by the committee,

shall determine tho amount by which the parity r>rice or the cost of

production, whichever is the higher, exceeds the estimated average farm

price• including parity payments.11 This difference (after adjustment

for errors in the previous year1* calculations) is the fixed nrice of

the certificates.

certificates.

Hlce producers receiving certificates can obtain their cash value

by selling them* Ibr the purpose of facilitating transactions in certifi-

cates the Secretary is authorized to establish and operate a pool with

branch offices; he may authorize local banks or other approved agencies

to buy and sell certificates at a fixed price*

1/ Tor definitions of ••parity price11 and "cost of production11 see page 23
below. With reference to "cost of production" see also page 3, footnote
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To facilitate the operation of the program the Secretary Is

authorized to borrow from the Commodity Credit Corporation free of

Interest Hthe funds necessary to initiate the plan.11 \J The amount of

any such loan "shall "be repaid from funds collected fron the sale of

certificates.11 The Commodity Credit Corporation's authority to issue

obligations, wKlcli the Secretary/- of the Treasury Is authorized to r>ur-

chase, Is increased "by the amount loaned to the Secretary of Agriculture.

!• Ineligible producers.

Rice producers, who were ineligible to receive their share of the

certificates at the "beginning of the market in/; year, nay qualify at the

end of the marketing year to receive a distribution of money equal to the

value of the certificates allotted them at the beginning of the marketing

year, (l) If they establish that they have* not marketed rice during the

marketing year In excess of the normal or actual production, whichever

Is the greater, of their acreage allotment, and (2) If, in addition,

they have qualified to receive certificates issued for the new marketing

year (meaning that they reduced their allotted acreage by the amount of

the excess of their planted acreage the year before).

t

8. Purchase of certificates.

Every person making a first domestic sale of milled rice, or of any

article manufactured wholly or partly fron milled rice, is required to

obtain from the Secretary, prior to or at the time of such sale, rice

ljThe original rice bills (and the wheat and cotton bills as well)
provided for borrowing fron the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
The rice bill, as reported out by the Senate Committee, has been
amended to provide for borrowing fron the Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion. Corresponding changes are bein^: made in the other bills.
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domestlc-allotment certificates representing the number of pounds of

milled rice Involved in the sale. The amount of certificates required

to be purchased in connection with the sale of articles manufactured

from rice is equal to the milled rice equivalent of the article sold.

The Secretary will prescribe the conversion factors for all such manufac-

tured articles*

A compensating provision requires importers of rice or rice products

to obtain certificates in connection with each importation. The certifi-

cates are to be purchased from the Secretary at their prescribed price

and are valid to cover only sales made during the marketing year for

which issued. Unused certificates will be redeemed by the Secretary.

Trafficking in certificates is prohibited. Ho certificates are required

in connection with the sale of manufactured goods for export. In the

event of exportation of goods for which certificates have previously been

purchased, provision is made for refund by the Secretary. Ho certificates

are to be used in connection with the sale of rough rice by producers*

All transactions in unprocessed commodities, whether for export or for

the domestic market, would be carried out in the usual manner.

The provisions respecting the purchase of wheat certificates differs

in one important respect from those governing rice and cotton certiflcates.l/

While the plans for rice and cotton provide that each first sale of the

manufactured products must be accompanied by the purchase of certificates

in direct ratio to their rice or cotton content, the plan for wheat pre-

scribes that the first domestic sale of every article representing one

1/ See, however, page 2, footnote 1.
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bushel of wheat shall require the purchase of certificates representing

1-1/5 "bushels of nheat. This 20 percent surcharge Is necessitated by

the fact that the wheat certificates are distributed to the growers In

proportion to their total normal production, which Includes allotments

for both normal domestic consumption and for normal exports» while the

purchase of certificates is required only in connection with the domestic

sale of wheat products. Exports are

3. Monthly returns#

Every person making sales of milled rice or any article manufactured

from milled rice and ever*/ importer of such products is required to file

a monthly return with the Secretary of Agriculture, showing the quantity

of milled rice imported or sold during the preceding month and attaching

thereto the certificates required to be purchased In connection with such

sales or Importations. The Secretary is authorized to Issue such regular

tions and make such examinations as he deens necessary in connection with

the enforcement of this provision.

10. Miscellaneous provisions.

None of the funds collected from the sale of certificates Hshall be

covered into the general fund of the Treasury.11 Any surplus or deficit

resulting from the operations of the certificate pool in any year will

be adjusted in the following year by increasing or decreasing the number

of certificates issued. In case of a surplus, additional certificates

will be issued to producers and when repurchased by the pool will be
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canceled* A deficit in the funds will "be made up by Issuing an equivalent

quantity of the certificates in the following year directly to the pool

to "be sold "by it, and deducting the quantity from the certificates issued

to producers.

The Secretary is authorized to use the funds collected from the sale

of certificates or borrowed fron the Conmodity Credit Corporation to

cover necessary administrative exnenses incurred in connection with the

operation of the plan in and out of the District of Columbia. He alone

is responsible for all accounting, disbursements and determinations under

the Act, Penal.ties are provided for non-compliance.
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!•• Tax features of the Certificate Plan Corroared with
Processing Taxes 3^

In substance the adoption of the certificate plan, as proposed,

would be the equivalent of the enactment of a processing tax. Such a

tax, however, would differ In some respects from the processing taxes

Imposed under authority of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, a«

amende d«

1* Commodities taxed*

Bills introduced at the last session of Congress provide for the

Imposition of certificate taxes on wheat, cotton and rice* 2j It Is,

however, the intention of the sponsors of the certificate plan to propose

Its extension to some other farm commodities as soon as practicable.

Presumably, it is not Intended to apply certificate taxation to those

commodities a processing tax on which would tend to fall on producers

and not on consumers, processors or distributors. (See page 7 above)•

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of May 12, 1933 d*d no* directly

Impose any processing taxes. Instead, it provided that ••When the

Secretary of Agriculture determines that rental or "benefit payments are

\J The discussion of the invalidated processing taxes in this section Is
adapted In large part from a memorandum entitled "Processing Taxes,11

submitted by Carl Shoup at the request of the Division of Tax Research
of the Treasury Department, December aU, 1938. (In files of Division
of Tax Research, Treasury Department.)

2/ As here used, the term "certificate tax" refers to the required pur-
chase of certificates by those responsible for the first domestic
sale of manufactured rice and Its manufactured products, as prescribed
under the certificate plan. It Is to be distinguished from the pro-
cessing taxes imposed under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933*
as amended.
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to be made with respect to any basic agricultural commodity (wheat,

cotton* field corn, hogs, rice, tobacco and milk and Its products, to

which by later acts were added lye, flax, barley, grain sor^iums, cattle,

peanuts, sugar beets, sugar cane and potatoes) he shall proclaim such

determination, and a processing tax shall be in effect with respect to

such commodity from beginning of the marketing year therefor next

following the date of such proclamation."

The Sugar Act of 1937t approved September 1, 1937, imposes an excise

tax on manufactured sugar manufactured in the United States and a compen-

sating tax on imports of manufactured sugar.

2. Rate of tax.

In the case of rice, the plan specifies the rate to be 1 cent per

pound of clean (milled) rice. For cotton no rate is specified. Instead

a formula Is prescribed. The rate Is equal to the excess of the rarity

price or the cost of production price, whichever is higher, over the

estimated average farm price, including parity payments, l/ For wheat

1/ See page 3, footnote 1. The ••parity price11 for basic agricultural conmodi-
tles Is defined as that price "which will ^ive to the commodity a purchasing
power with respect to articles that farmers buy equivalent to the purchasing
power of such commodity in the base period; and, in the case of all
commodities for which the base period is the period August 19^9 to
July 191U, nhich will also reflect current interest payments per acre
on farm Indebtedness secured by real estate, tax payments per acre on farm
real estate, and frei^it rates, as contrasted with such interest payments,
tax payments, and frel^it rates during the base period. The base period
In the casr of all agricultural commodities except tobacco shall be the
period Aurust 190° to July 191̂ t and, in the case of tobacco, shall be the
period August 1919 to July 1929.H

"Ferity income11 is defined as Hthat per capita net income of Indi-
viduals on farms fron farming operations that bears to the per capita net
Income of individuals not on farms the same relation as prevailed during
the period from Artist 1909 to July 19lH.H (Agricultural Adjustment Act,
as amended, Title III, Subtitle A, Section 30l(a)(l)(?).)
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the rate is 120 percent of this excess. \J In figuring cost of production

rent, labor costs and allowances for unpaid family labor are to be

included.

Under the processing taxes the rate was such as to equal "the

difference between the current average farm price for the commodity and

the fair exchange value of the commodity.11 Later, the rate was this

amount plus a percentage of this difference, not to exceed 20 percent,

sufficient to cover the refunds on deliveries to charitable organisations

and the tax that was not levied and collected owing to the fact that the

processing was done by a State or its instrumentality.

The formula for the rate of the certificate tax is nominally similar

to that for the rate of the processing tax. NFalr exchange valueN is but

a different tenn for r>arlty price. It was defined in the 1933 Ac* as the

price Mthat will give the comnodity the same purchasing power, with respect

to articles farmers buy, as such a commodity had during the base nerlod."

Daring the intervening t>eriod, however, the definition of parity r>rice

has been broadened. It will be noted by reference to the definition

quoted on the preceding page, that at present parity price must also

••reflect" "current Interest payments," "tax payments" and "freight rates."

This change In definition, together with a rise in the prices of articles

farmers buy, has served to raise parity prices and thereby to widen the

differential between parity prices and average farm prices•

The formula for the certificate tax Introduces the element of "cost

of production" which did not appear In the earlier tax. 2J Although the

cost of production data now available indicate that cost of production

1/ See pn^e ?, footnote 1.
/ S 3 f
/ p ^ ,
??/ See page 3» footnote 1.
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It less than parity T>rlce, there are no grounds for assuming that it

will remain so. However, the certificate plan significantly prescribes

that cost of production be calculated on the Mmost recent United States

cost of production11 data published by the Bureau of Agricultural

Economics*

Finally, the two formulae differ in one other important respect.

In the case of the certificate tax the differential between rarity or

cost of production and average farm T>rice is the mandatory tax rate, l/

Under the processing taxes, on the other hand, the Secretary had con-

siderable discretionary authority. If he found that the differential

between "fair exchange value11 and average farm price would "cause such

reduction In the quantity of the commodity or product thereof domestically

consumed as to result (a) in the accumulation of surplus stocks of the

commodity or products thereof, or (b) in the depression of the farm price

of the commodity11 he was to set the tax rate at such a level as to

prevent such accurrulation of stocks and such depression of prices.

Moreover, the Secretary could change processing tax rates at such inter-

vals as he found necessary, whereas the rate of the certificate tax can

be changed only annually.

1/ It Is understood that consideration is being given by the Department
of Agriculture to the desirability of providing minimiin and maximum
value limits for the certificates.
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On the basis of current data, the tax rates Indicated by the

certificate plans are estimated to compare approximately as follows

with those imposed under the processing taxes. \j

Certificate Processing
tax rate tax rate

Rice 14 per lb. of milled l4 per lb. of rough
rice rice, equivalent to

1.62^ per lb. of
milled rice.

Cotton 7.1̂ ( per lb. of lint h.%4 Per !*• o f lin*
cotton 2/ cotton

Wheat US.l^ ner bushel of 304 Pe* bushel of
60 lbs. (UO-1^ if 60 lbs.
parity prices on
exports are not
provided) ]J

1/ The certificate plan specifies the inclusion of ••parity payments"
in determining average farm price. Since, however, the plan Itself
is offered in lieu of parity payments, such payments are Ignored in
the commutation of the above tax rates.

2/ Average farm price (ll/l*>/l939) per lb. of cotton k/ = 8.80^
Parity price (ll/l5/l939) P«r lb. of cotton k/ =* 15*87*
Average cost of production (in 1937 on 10-year

average yield basis) 5/ a 12.U 4
Excess of rarity price over average farm price « 7<

i/ Average farm r>rice (II/I5/39) per bushel of wheat hf • 73*1 4
Parity price (II/I5/39) per bushel of wheat U/ = 113.2 4
Average cost of -production (in 1937 on 10-year

average yield basis) 5/ * 103#0 4
Excess of r>arity price over average farm price - UO.l 4
120 percent of excess = US.l 4

kj U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Uaiketlng Service.
November 29, 1939, pages 3, 21.

*J Hearings on S. 2395# pages 9# SO.
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3» Base of tax.

The certificate tax is to be levied on the "first sale of any

article manufactured wholly or partly" from the given agricultural

commodity* It is to be paid by the person making such sale at the

time the sale is made and evidence of compliance must be submitted before

the end of the month following that in which the sale was made. The

processing taxes were "levied, assessed and collected upon the first

donestic processing of the commodity, whether of domestic -production

or imported" and were -paid by the processor*

The certificate plan taxes, like the processing taxes, are to be

levied siinply on a quantity basis - so many cents per pound or bushel -

without regard to the type and quality of the commodity or price of the

agricultural r>roduct#

U# Compensating tax*

Under the certificate plan a tax corresponding to the tax on the

domestic sale of the manufactured commodity is Imposed on Imports* This

has its counterpart in the import compensating tax -provided under the

processing taxes, which inroosed upon any article processed or manufactured

wholly or tartly from the commodity in question and imported into the

United States fron any forelf̂ n country a compensating tax eaual to the

amount of the ̂ rocesslnr: tax In effect with respect to domestic -processing

at the time of inmortation.

The processing taxes -provided for compensating floor stock taxes on

wiy article (excentinp; the stocks of persons engaged in retail trade)

that, on the date a Drocessin^ tax "first takes effect," was "held for

sale or other disposition (including articles in transit) by any person,11
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provided the article was "processed wholly or In chief va?ue" from the

commodity in question. Ho corresponding compensatory floor stock tax

is provided by the certificate plan.

Under the processing tax the Secretary was instructed to ascertain

whether Hthe payment of the processing tax upon any basic agricultural

commodity Is causing or will cause to the processors thereof disadvantages

in competition from competing coranodlties by reason of excessive shifts in

consujimtlon between such commodities or products thereof." * If he so foundf

he was to proclaim a tax, at a rate "necessary to prevent such disadvantages

in competition" on the first domestic processing of the competing commodity.

Ho corresponding compensating tax on competing products is provided for

under the certificate plan.

5« Conversion factors.

Under the proposed bills, as well as under the processing taxes, the

Secretary is given the power to establish conversion factors for any

commodity and article manufactured fron agricultural commodities taxed.

6. Exemptions and refunds.

Under the certificate plan the sale of commodities for export is

exempt. In those instances in which a commodity exported had previously

been subjected to the tax, refunds are provided. To prevent pyramiding,

the tax is to be Imposed only once* Articles processed or manufactured

from another article which had previously been taxed are to be exempt*

These constitute the only exemptions and refund provisions under the

certificate tax plan. Unlike in the case of the processing tax, no pro-

vision is made for refund on or exemption to "products used for charitable

distribution or use."
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!• Tax load.

On the basis of the tax rates indicated above and on the basis of

the Department of Agriculture's estinates of consumption, the annual tax

liability under the proposed certificate taxes for rice, cotton and wheat,

together with corresponding collections tinder the processing taxes, are

calculated below* 1/ Ho allowance is made for the effects of the tax on

the rolume of consumption* 2/

Eic«
(Milled)

1,100 lb«.

U

Cotton
(Lint)

3,350 lbs. 3/

Wheat

500 bxu

U 8 . 1 *

Estimated domestic consumption
(in 1,000,000 units)

Tax rate (per unit of volume
or weight)

(Uo.ijo y
Calculated tax liability

(rounded) $11,000,000 $238,000,000 $2U0,000,000
($200,000,000)

Processing tax collections,
fiscal year 1931* 5/ $1^,767,233 £/ $117,621,175

Processing tax collections,
fiscal year 1935 $ 29,120 $ 95,926,302 $123,860,932

1/ Processing tax collections are shown in detail In Exhibit 1*
2j Tor some commodities this, of course, Is an Important factor* It has

been estimated, for instance, that in the case of cotton (under condi-
tions existing in 193U and 1935) a tax which i s equivalent to k cents
per pound gross weight, If al l passed on to consumers (raising prices
to 10-12 cents), would probably reduce domestic consumption about
1*00,000 to 500,000 bales annually* (Bureau of Internal Be venue,
Aw ^fialvsl P of the Iffects of the Proce*al*Mr Tiixe> Levied. uTiiî r the
^yrimiitiir^i f^natmant AetT page 36*) In the case of wheat, on the
other hand, the 30 cents per bushel processing tax was estimated to
decrease consumption not more than 3 percent* (Ibid* page 27*)

3/ Representing 7,000,000 bales of cotton; 1 bale (net) Is equal to
U78 pounds*

Itf Amounts in parenthesis apply i f parity prices on normal exports are not
provided*
Processing tax on rice did not become effective until April 1, 1935*
Includes $58,000,000 floor stock tax*if
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8* Date of termination.

The bills providing for certificate taxes on wheat, cotton and rice

contain no specific provision regarding the length of tirae for which the

taxes are to remain in effect. In the absence of a statement to the

contrary, it is to be assumed that they will remain in effect until

specifically repealed. Secretary Wallace's public statements tend to

Indicate that the proposed certificate plan is Intended as a permanent

feature of the agricultural program. The rates proposed in the case of

wheat and cotton are such that by implication, the plan would be dis-

continued, when the average farm price of these agricultural commodities

was not less than either the parity r>rice or the cost of production.

The processing taxes were to terminate at the end of the marketing

year current when the Secretary proclaimed that rental or benefit payments

of the commodity were to be discontinued. In addition, the taxes might

have been terminated by either the President or the Secretary.

9, Tax administration.

Responsibility for the administration of the certificate plan in all

its aspects, including the recelring of monthly HtaxM returns and the

collection of "taxes,11 is vested with the Secretary of Agriculture, if

In the case of the processing taxes imposed under the Agricultural

Adjustment Act of 19331 *he Bureau of Internal Revenue, under the direction

of the Secretary of the Treasury, was charged with the collection of taxes.

\J See page 2, footnote 2.
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Collections from the excise tax on sugar are paid into the general

fund of the United States Treasury* Collections from processing taxes

were also paid into the general fund, but the Act stated further that

"the proceeds derived from all taxes imposed under this title are hereby

appropriated to be available to the Secretary of Agriculture for expansion

of markets and removal of surplus agricultural products and the following

purposes under part 2 of this title (part 2 was entitled "Commodity Benefits"):

Administrative expenses, rental and benefit payments, and refunds on taxes."

The proceeds of the import compensating tax upon articles coming from the

possessions of the United States to *hich this title did not apply were to

be "held as a separate fund and paid into the Treasury of the said possessions,

respectively, to be used said expended by the Governments thereof for the

benefit of agriculture."
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V. Incidence of Pro-posed Certificate Taxes

The certificate plan proposes to make "benefit parents? to the

producers of selected agricultural commodities from the proceeds of

certificate tares imposed on the first domestic sale of th^se agricul-

tural commodities in processed condition. The determination of the

incidence of such taxes presents complex problems. Conceivably, a tax

s^ch as this ml̂ Jit ultimately "be "borne, in whole or in partj "by the

processors, the several distributors, the consumers snd even the pro-

ducers themselves. \J

The incidence of certificate taxes on particular commodities may

"be expected to approximate in a general way the incidence of the old

processing taxes on these particular commodities. However, two or three

conspicious differences in the conditions under which the two groups of

taxes were and wcild "be imposed shotild "be noted.

The processing taxes were Imposed for a relatively short period;

in no Instance for more than JO months (wheat) and in one case for

only 9 nonths (rice). In consequence, the incidence of any of the

procesnin^ taxes may differ from the incidence of corresponding

certificate taxes, which presumably would be of more permanent duration*

I/ Altho^h, as has "been noted above, there is no Intention to propose
the application of the plan to those commodities a certificate tax
or. w1 icY woul'j tend to "be shifted to producers.
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The two groups of taxes nay be expected to exhibit differences,

particularly in their effect upon supplies coming from producers. The

duration of the -nrocesslng taxes was probably too short to enable pro-

ducers to adjust their plantings to the changed marketing conditions - a

situation which was Intensified by the fact that the processing taxes

were accompanied by rigid limitations on agricultural production. In a

general way the proposed certificate plan contemplates similar limitations

upon production.

A further difference in the incidence of the two groups of taxes may

be expected to result from differences between economic conditions pre-

vailing in 193U and 1935 a n d those which may prevail when the proposed

certificate taxes are In effect. Changes in the Income and purchasing

power of consumers, for instance, are of great importance In this

connection.

Finally, as must already have become apparent, the technical features

of the processing taxes (however crude in the abstract) were more care-\

fully integrated - with respect to exemptions, refunds and compensatory

levies, for instance - than is practicable in the case of a tax admin-

istered as an Incident in the agricultural program rather than as an

integral part of the Government's tax system.

The distribution of the tax burden of the processing taxes has been

subjected to detailed examination by several investigators. Notwithstanding

the limitations upon the applicability of the "incidence experience" under

the processing taxes to the proposed certificate taxes. It may be assumed
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that. In view of the conplexlty of Incidence determination* more weight

can reasonably be attached to the careful findings respecting the

processing taxes than to such findings as might be made after an inde-

pendent but more limited (as to statistical evidence, time and technical

skill) Investigation of the probable incidence of certificate taxes.

Tor that reason no attempt was made to estimate independently the probable

Incidence of certificate taxes*

The most authoritative analysis of the Incidence of the processing

taxes appears to be one made by the staff of the Bureau of Agricultural

Economics and published by the Bureau of Internal Revenue as An Analysis

of the Effects of the Processing Taxes Levied under the Agricultural

Adjustment Act (Washington, 1937t 111 pages). It was based largely on

an examination of prices and spreads before and after the particular *

taxes were imposed (or changed) and after they were abolished* The

general conclusions of the incidence analysis of the Bureau of Agricul-

tural Economics have been previously summarized and their limitations

Indicated in a memorandum prepared for the Division of Tax Research by

Carl Shoup and need not here be repeated, l/ Tor purposes of ready

reference, however, the conclusions of the Bureau of Agricultural

Economics study respecting the incidence of the processing taxes on the

three commodities for which certificate plan bills have already been

Introduced are here enumerated.

1/ Carl Shoup, "Processing Taxes.11 Memorandum in the files of the
Division of Tax Research, Treasury Department.
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In connection with these conclusions, It should be kept In mind,

In addition to the reservations already made, that they are derived

with a technique which assumes that any changes In prices and spreads

during the imposition of the processing taxes were due exclusively to

the processing taxes themselves. In other words, It does not consider

the possibility (although it redagnizes Its existence) that other

changes may have occurred which on the one hand may have neutralized

the effects of the taxes or which on the other hand may have been

neutralized by the taxes.

Tinally, the reader should be cautioned against accepting these

conclusions as definitive findings, particularly since they are here

presented ou€ of context and shorn of all the reservations and qualifi-

cations ithich clothe them in the Bureau1 s publication.

1* Cotton (page 36) l/

(a) "...•from the standpoint of the cotton-textile industry as
a whole very little of the processing tax was borne by
manufacturers as a group in the form of lower mill margins;

(b) "••••distributors of cotton goods were able to Increase
their margin more than enough to take care of the pro-
cessing tax;

(c) "••••the processing tax in large part was passed on to
consumers in the form of higher prices for cotton goods
or passed back to the producers In the form of lower
prices for their raw cotton;

(d) "••••the portion of the tax borne by domestic producers
probably slightly less than one-half cent per pound,"

1/ Page references are to Bureau of Internal Revenue, An Analysis of
the If feet of Processing Taxes wider the <̂ r̂l cultural Adjustment
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2. Hlce 1/ (page 59)

(a) "••••only a snail portion, If any, of the processing tax
was absorbed by rice millers;

"••••there Is no evidence that the tax was passed on to
consumers;

"It follows, that a large part of the tax represented In
effect a deduction from thi price which otherwise would
have been received by producers.*

Wheat (page 27)

(a) "•...the millers did not absorb an appreciable portion of
the tax. If any;

(b) "...•the price of wheat appeared substantially unaffected
by the tax;

(c) "It follows*.•.that the tax must have been passed on to
consumers of the products of wheat milling**

\J "The period In which the processing tax was In effect was very short,
and It Is doubtful whether the long-run effects would have been the
same as during the short period*"
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YI. Analysis of Certificate Flan

In considering ths probable effects of the enactment of the certifi-

cate plan upon the various phases of the Sat ion1 s economy, it is essen-

tial to keep in view the basic philosophy of the agricultural program.

The certificate plan is but the current instrumentation of an economic

objective which runs through all of the agricultural adjustment legisla-

tion (proposed and enacted) of the last two decades. In its barest form

that philosophy starts with the assumption that for 20 years the farmer

has not received a "fair share" of the national income; that agricultural

income must be increased substantially and maintained permanently at the

higher level; that the improvssient of the economic position of the

farmer is prerequisite to the stability and progress of ths whole economic

system.

Speaking of ths 1933 *•*• legislation, Secretary Wallace said:

"Its basic purpose, first of all, is to increase the
purchasing power of ths farmers. It is, by that token, farm
relief, biqt it is also, by the same token, national relief,
for it is true that millions of urban unesqployed will hare
a better chance of going back to work when farm purchasing
power rises enough to buy the products of city factories." 1/

The philosophy has changed little during the past seven years. In

an address before an agricultural group within the past few days, the

Secretary9 s philosophy takes on even more concrete form:

"The 7 million farm families, constituting 25 percent of
the population of the United States, are educating 31 percent
of the children of school age, but they receive only 11 percent
of the national income. This is substantially higher than the
7 percent which was their share in 1932 and is about equal to

1/ Henry A. Wallace, radio address, March 18, 1933*
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the share they received In the fire years before the Great
Depression.. But farmers are still at a severe handicap
in comparison with non-farm groups. Even with government
payments figured in, they are still more than a billion
dollars short of parity income as defined in the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938•

"As a matter of fact, farmers never hare received as
much income on the average as the rest of the people. Bven
in the pre-World War period the farmers1 net income per capita
was only 60 percent as much as the net income per capita of
non-farm groups. In other words, the farmers have constantly
fed the nation at a Ho percent discount. Steadily they have
contributed not only half of their children to the cities, but
a considerable part of their wealth in the form of interest
payments on mortgages, held as a result of inheritance by the
farm children who have moved to town. Also, the farmers have
always absorbed more than their fair share of the unemployment
shock.•.•

"Tor 20 years the organised farn groups of the United
States have struggled to attain a fair share of the
national income for agriculture* Tor 20 years they have
striven for equality of bargaining power with the other great
economic groups. Tor 20 years, no matter how desperate their
own circumstances, they lave faithfully fed the nation while
they fought this grim uphill fight. I donvt think they111 run
up the white flag now.0 l/

A. Iffects on agricultural producers.

1. Amount of benefit payments. The adoption of the certificate

plan will afford large benefit payments to the producers of the agricul-

tural commodities affected. These benefit payments will probably be

considerably higher than are likely to be made available through appro-

priations from the general fund of the federal Treasury. They may in fact

be the maximum that agriculture could obtain if it were free to de-

termine the domestic market prices of agricultural commodities. The

possible upper limit on the prices of certificated commodities

T7 Wallace. "How permanent is the farm program?" pages 7-6.
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ls so hlifc that whether agriculture can In fact derive the maximum income

from the domestic wurteet will depend only on its ability to set that

price which, with the given domestic demand, will yield the maximum farm

Income* l/

The benefit payments to producers of basic agricultural commodities

under the certificate plan will be in addition to some of the "farm benefit"

expenditures now financed from general appropriations. 2/ Xxpenditures

under the soil conservation program, for instance, would be continued.

<Vhlt program for saving our soil, water, grass, and trees
is not In the Interest of agriculture only. It is In the Inter-
est of the entire nation. Conservation of the land and the
living products of the land must be done by the farmers if it
is going to be done. Bat paying for it is not the sole respon-
sibility of the farmers. It is a national responsibility.
Money for the conservation program, therefore, can logically
come from the general Treasury." JJ

From the point of view of agriculture, adoption of the certificate

plan should also leave unaffected expenditures from the general fund to

stimulate consult Ion of agricultural products bjr direct distribution of

surplus farm pjnoducts to needy families and through such devices as the

food Stanp Plan and free school lunches.

•If the workers of the United States were fully employed at
good wages, there would be no need for these measures to expand
domestic consumption. But when 30 million persons xmxst look to
Federal, State or local government, if they want to stay alive,
then food consumption is below normal*•••••The added food

1/ Of course, the resulting artificiality of agricultural prices may be
considered a serious disadvantage.

2/ See, however, page 52 below.
Wallace, "Row permanent i s the farm program?11 page 11.
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consumption in the cities naturally means a great deal to
farmers, because it helps to use up their surplus product Ion*
Bat it also means a great deal to the city "business men and
city workers. And it means most of all to the needy families
themselres. Since this government-subsidized consumption of
food has been made necessary by unemployment, there is a
serious question whether it should be charged up to agricul-
ture at all." 1/

Instead of reducing, the adoption of the certificate plan may

increase Federal expenditures for the stimulation of consumption* The

mariced price increases may reduce consumers9 purchases, Increase surpluses

and hence government expenditures for the disposition of surpluses*

2. Regularity of benefit payments* In the long ran, the certifi-

cate plan would probably provide benefit payments with greater regularity

than is possible by direct Congressional appropriation* Once enacted,

the plan would not be subject to annual Congressional review to which

the budget is regularly subjected* 2/ In a sense the plan would consti-

tute a permanent airoropriatlon. Since the plan Itself Incorporates no

termination date as such, it would presumably remain in effect until

specifically repealed* %J T h e P«man«ncy of benefit payments appears

to be greatly desired by agriculture* U/ It regrets the necessity of

\J Ibid. p*vses 11-12.
2/ In a sense, this may be interpreted as a disadvantage, even from

the point of view of agriculture Itself, for it would tend to r>ost-
•none such fundamental readjustments in agriculture as msy be
urgently needed*

2/ Section 32 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act as amended already
earmarks 30 percent of customs receipts for the expansion of agri-
cultural markets.

Hf M*...I feel it is essential that the farmers should - as quickly as
possible - get behind some plan that will assure them a permanent
source of revenue they need.M (Statement of the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington Star, December 1, 1939)•
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annually coming "back to Congress to ask for the necessary funds to

ran the farm program*H l/

It might also be of advantage to agriculture that the benefit pay-

ments under the certificate plan would be hidden from public view In

the sense that they would not appear In the actual statistics of govern-

mental tax collections and expenditures• In the form of certificate

taxes they would be less likely to provoke public criticism and Inquiry

than processing taxes. 2J

3. Volume of exports• The Increased benefit payments resulting

from higher domestic agricultural prices will have the added advantage

of retaining for the American farmer substantially the same competitive

advantage in the foreign markets as he would have without the operation

of the certificate plan. This follows from the fact that the x>lan leaves

1/ "Iver since the Hoosac Mills decision in 1936f the farmers, hat in
hand, have had to come back to Congress — representing all the
people ~ to ask for the necessary funds to run the farm.-nrogram.
Each year the people through Congress have granted the reauest. But
each year the farmers are asked by spokesmen for industrial and
financial interests t How long is this going to go on, with agricul-
ture getting this amount of money? The farmers naturally wonder
why they alone, of all the great economic groups, have to come back
each year and meet a fresh challenge by other economic grotros to
their method of attaining bargaining equality. Farmers have not
asked that labor come back and seek a renewal of the bargaining
power laws nhich give working men an added income of billions of
dollars a year* They wonder why business should not have to cone
back each year and have its tariff validated. They would like to
ask, How long are we going to pay tribute of billions of dollars a
year in the form of tariff-protected r>rlcesT If agriculture has to
come back to Congress each year to get a partial eouaiity in bargaining
power, farmers would like to know why labor, corporations, and tariff-
protected industry should not be forced to pas 6 a similarly-rigid
annual inspection." (Wallace, "How permanent is the farm program?11

page 9*)
2/ However, there Is the possibility that the existence of these special

taxes falling on the masses of the population would present a constant
target for political action which might lead to a reaction against both
the tax and the benefits.
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the "farm price11 unchanged, but irnnoses the certificate tax after the

processing of the farm product.' It is interesting that when the

certificate plan was first evolved for use by Central European agrarian

countries (depending entirely on agricultural exnorts for foreign

exchange) Its sole purpose was to stimulate agricultural exports.

Par from hindering exports, It is clearly the intention of the

advocates of the certificate plan to use it to stimulate exports. In

the plan for wheat, it will "be recalled, a tax is Imposed on domestic

consumption to yield the wheat producer (at the exoense of the domestic

consumer) a parity price both on domestically consumed wheat and on

wheat exported (in quantities equal to 20 percent of domestic consump-

tion.) 1/ 2/ The certificate plan Is ideally suited for the subsidising of

1/ See Hearings on S. 2393 before the Subcommittee of the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry of the U. S. Senate, (page 5).
Senator MLlender. Would payments be made on that which is set

aside for export purposes?
Mr. Thatcher. The bill provides that in the 600,000,000 bushels of

wheat, which, over a -neriod of time, has annually
disappeared, 500,000,000 In the United States and
100,000,000 abroad, the bill provides that the farmer
would be paid parity price or cost of production,
whichever is higher. And for this reason: Ife believe
that If it is desirable to maintain foreign markets
for that much wheat, that the shock of producing that
wheat at foreign prices, which are admittedly, usually
below, much below cost of production, the whole country
should share in the maintenance of that foreign market
and not leave the shock to the wheat producer alone,
who buys all of his supplies for his production and
his living at domestic prices which are protected by
tariffs, and If he Is £oing to have the money to pay
for those supplies he is going to have to have the
Income from the things that he produces.

2/ However, see page 2, footnote 1.
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exports9 at domestic consumers
9 expense, of those agricultural commodities

for which the domestic demand is such that the quantity consumed will

not be curtailed directly as the price is increased*

U* Miscellaneous considerations.* The certificate plan would have

several other advantages from the point of view of agriculture. It

would, for instance, provide* a kind of gratuitous crop insurance* The

crop allotment certificates would "be distributed among the growers of the

particular commodities in proportion to the normal yield of their respec-

tive allotments. These "benefit payments would.thus constitute a kind of

fixed Income received by growers without regard to the actual yield of

their acreage* Moreover, if eligible, they would receive these benefit

payments sometime at the beginning of the crop year and before harvest*

The certificate plan may be expected to make regulation of the volume

of agricultural production nore effective* The magnitude of benefit pay-

ment would be so lar^e that only the exceptional producer could afford

to remain a "non-conformer."

5» Degree of applicability* The certificate plan, however, has

several shortcomings, even from the point of view of agriculture. First,

it cannot be used with uniform effectiveness for all commodities. It

cannot serve effectively to raise the income of fanners producing

commodities, the domestic demand for which is relatively elastic (where

consumer purchases are appreciably reduced as the price increases)* l/

1/ Except, of course, as a means of differentiating between cooperating
said non-cooperating farmers in the distribution of benefit payments.
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Eogs are a case In point. The demand for poric and its products appears

to be such that, irrespective of price, total consumers1 expenditures

remain the same; an increase in price tends to produce a corresponding

decrease in the volume of consumption and vice versa* Under the pro-

cessing taxes, for instance, the total amount expended "by consumers for

pork products apparently was no greater with the tax than it would have

been if the tax had not been in effect* The effect of the tajc was to cause

prices received by hog producers to be lower than they otherwise would have

been by approximately the amount of the tax. l/

Wheat, as has already been noted, presents a different case. The

demand for wheat and its products, appear not to be affected to any appreciable

extent by changes in wheat prices. Wheat farmers would apparently derive

great benefits from the certificate plan. However, there are a variety

of agricultural commodities with a variety of demand conditions, each with '

prospects of deriving varying degrees of benefits from the certificate plan.

The advocates of the certificate plan recognise its weakness in this

respect and propose to devise other means for the benefit of commodities

with relative elastic demands — where an increase in price tends to

reduce consumers1 purchases appreciably. ?j

1/ ^T1 AiTftlysls of the TBffects of the Processing Tyvros Iiyvles fin<l*r the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, page J.

2/ "If, In spite of all our ingenuity, no equivalent for the certificate
plan can be found for corn, I am sure the Corn Belt will not stand
In the way of the good fortune of their brother farmers from the
other regions. I know how broad*visioned the Corn Belt leaders are,
and I am sure that their outstanding concern Is to see the maximum
unity of agriculture in presenting to the people and to Congress the
farm program that will best serve the General Welfare." (Wallace,
"How permanent Is the farm program?" page 16).
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6. Different quality products. Another weakness of the certifi-

cate plan from the point of view of agriculture stems from its failure

to recognize variations in typet quality and regional differences as

reflected in the market prices of any one general agricultural commodity.

The plan contemplates the distribution of certificates on the "basis of

physical units of normal production. Since all certificates for any

one commodity would have uniform value, they would represent a relatively

larger benefit payment to producers of a low-priced variety and quality

of product than to the producer of a high-priced variety and quality.

The extent of this inequity is indicated by the following data. \J

Cotton Bice Wheat
(lb.) (bu.) (bu.)

Average farn prices:
United States 8.80^ - 73. \ i
State with lowest average S.10? 67^ 5%0#
State with highest average lO.Uo? SOJJ 120.0/

Parity prices 15-87? -
Value of certificate 7.07^ 27.8/
Value of certificate as percent of

average farm price for producer in:
State with* lowest average price S7$ UlfS $
State with hl^iest average price 68# 35$ 33^

JOT the three commodities here analyzed, the value of the certificate

as a percentage of average farm price would range between 68 percent nnd

27 percent for cotton; between 35 percent and Ul percent for rice; and

between 33 percent and 68 percent for wheat. These variations are on the

basis of State averages. The range in relative benefit will , of course,

be considerably vdder between Individual producers.

\J Prices as of November 15, 1939• (Agricultural Martcetlng Service.
November 29, 1939)*
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It should be recognized that these wide State-by State variations

in average farm prices for specific commodities are in part variations

between commercial and non-commercial areas. Within commercial areas

the variations are considerably smaller. Since a State which consti-

tutes a commercial area for one crox> is generally a non-commercial area

for one or more others, it might be assumed that benefit payments dis-

tributed on the basis of production of individual commodities without

regard to price or quality, would tend to equalize. A relatively high

cash benefit on a low priced commercial crop might be offset by a rela-

tively low cash benefit on a high nriced non-commercial commodity. The

plan here under consideration, however, will be applied only to few

agricultural commodities and equalization of advantages will therefore

have little opportunity to occur.

7* l̂ BV?l9T*fl* a n d farm labor, finally, the proposed certificate

plan would bestow unequal benefits upon different elements in the agri-

cultural economy. landowners, as the equity holders in farm enterprise,

would of course be the largest gainers. Unless the plan resulted in a

substantial increase in the wages of farm labor (not likely in view of

the relatively large surynly of farm workers) it would probably be of

little benefit to that group. In fact, it is quite likely that agri-

cultural labor, insofar as it purchases food and clothing, would "be a

substantial loser as a result of Increased consumers1 food and clothing
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prices. The farm later group would lose also if the adoption of the

certificate plan were followed by reduced consumers1 demand, higher

surpluses, leading ultinnately to lower agricultural production and

lower farm employment.

The certificate plan in the case of wheat and cotton provides for

the distribution of these certificates between landlord and tenant or

sharecropper on the basis of the respective shares of these groups in

the net farm product* It will be noted that to the extent that the

present distribution between these parties is now in favor of the land-

lords (as it is frequently alleged to be) It will be perpetuated by the

adoption of the certificate r>lan. This tendency, however, should be

offset to a considerable extent for wheat and to a lesser extent for

cotton by one feature of the certificate plan: The amount of certificates

per unit of normal production decreases as the amount of a person's total

product Increases above a given level* l/ This provision mi^it reasonably

be expected to encourage farm tenancy and increase farm employment*

1/ However, with regard to the present provisions of the certificate r>lan
bills for cotton, see Section III (i) above*
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B. Effect on agricultural trades.

The adoption of the certificate r>lan may be expected to affect

adversely processors and distributors• These adverse effects would

flow from three general causes.

1» Margin of r>roflt. The margins of profits of processors *nd

especially distributors arc* so small in relation to the amounts of the

proposed taxes that the necessity of pbsorbin£ iny small part of the

tax would seriously rffect their profits. Such necessities doubtless

arise when the addition of the tn.x to the r>rice would reouire a frac-

tional price adjustment. Under the processing taxes processors do not

apt>ear to have borne any appreciable proportion of the taxes, with the

possible exception of certain corn and tobacco products* \J However,

even though a processor bore no pjnr> reciable proportion, he mi^ht have

been severely burdened. His margin of profit may be so small relative

to the tax that even if he shift* nine-tenths of it, for instance, the

part that he does bear may take a very large rercenta^e of his -nrofits. 2)

1/ An Analysis of the Effects of the Processing Taxes Levied under the
Agricultural Adjustment Act, page 5. See also Nourse, Davis and
Black, Three Years of the Agricultural Adjustment Adninist rat Ion,
pages 3131 UlU: ".•.during the x>eriod of application of process-
ing taxes on tobacco, a substantial r>art if not all of it was
absorbed by the manufacturers of tobacco products. It is extremely
doubtful if this situation would have continued indefinitely....
and it certainly must not be regarded as typical of the commodities
covered."

2/ In this connection It Is of interest to note that at the time of the
processing taxes It was argued that the burden would not be shifted
In its entirety to consumers but would go to reduce "excessive11

distributors1 and processors1 margins. (For evidence on this r>olnt
see Three Years of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration,
pages Ul2 et seq.}
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2. Volume of trade* Processors1 and distributors1 profits would

also be affected adversely by the decline in the volume of consumption

which would follow the Imposition of heavy taxes. The severity of this

factor would vary with the demand conditions for the several commodities.

The more elastic the demand the more marked the reduction in processors1

and distributors1 volumes, l/ They may also be affected adversely "by

shifts In demand. Thus, some of the demand for bakery products may be

shifted to flour and home baking.

3» Business methods, A third general source of burden as far as

concerns the agricultural trades would flow from the business disruptions

which would accompany the periodic determination of the "tax levy11 for

the marketing season* Speculation on the probable changes in the price

6f certificates will probably produce '•serious ups and downs11 in the

milling industry immediately before and after the annual proclamation

of the certificate price. To this (generally in the case of processors)

would be added the burden of filing monthly returns and complying in

other respects with Department of Agriculture regulations. 2j

1/ For a statement of the processors1 grounds for opposition to the
certificate plan, see letter from the Vice President of the Millers1

National Federation to Senator Wheeler, in Hearings on S. 2395,
pages 22-23. Rice processors, on the other hand, appear not to
oppose the plan.

2/ Anticipating the opposition of the processors to the certificate
plan, Secretary Wallace saidj "I am hopeful the processors wll?
cooperate with us. Among the processors are many able and pro-
gressive men. If they can be persuaded that we are right -* and I
believe they can - they will go along with us. But die hards mi;*:-t
as well abandon the idea that American farmers are willing to con-
tinue to exploit themselves, their families and their land to ^
cheap farm products." (Washington Star, December 1, 1939.)
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C. fiscal effects.

The broader view of whether the agricultural program. Including the

certificate plan now under consideration, would hare beneficial or harm-

ful effects on the economy in general would require a lengthy and in-

volved analysis in a rexy controversial field. Although pertinent, the

subject is not considered in this memorandum. Some of the probable fiscal

effects of the certificate plan, however, are so significant and predict-

able as to require discussion here*

1. fiscal management. The certificate plan would in effect sanction

large public expenditures financed from taxes and probably growing in

magnitude, without inclusion in the Budget. At the outset, it should be

noted that the elimination of such an important item as this from the

Budget would limit the effective use of fiscal policy *s an instrument

of economic control•

furthermore, any plan for the payment of agricultural benefits would

be less subject to abuse and would be more likely to promote the public

interest over the long run if the tax collections and benefits were in-

cluded in the Budget and handled in the same manner as other taxes and

appropriations.

There is need for a better general comprehension rather than a con-

cealment or confusion of the detailed receipts and expenditures of the

federal Government. The adoption of the Income certificate plan would

make it more difficult to determine the amount of actual public expendi-

tures and the actual tax burden of the various group* of taxpayers. 1/

1/ Representative Andresen (Minn. Jx "Well, this is more or less a plan to
fool the people so they will not know they are ever paying the taxes******
(Hearings on H. R. 665U, page 56.)
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Only by the inclusion of all public expenditures in the Budget and by the

submission of all public expenditures to periodic executive and legislat-

ure review can there be any assurance that the proper allocation of

public funds among the many public uses is approximated.

In the memorandum submitted by the Department of Agriculture the

view is expressed that "It is more appropriate to compare the Certificate

Program with tariff legislation or minimum wage and collective bargaining

legislation than with expenditures under the Budget. The issue is pri-

marily one of agricultural policy rather than fiscal policyf except as it

may affect other appropriations.11

Certain legislation for the benefit of agriculture, such as the

Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 appropriately may be compared with

tariff legislation, minimum wage and collect ire bargaining legislation.

The certificate plan, however, may more properly be considered from the

point of Tiew of fiscal policy. Under its provisions taxes would be col-

lected and revenues would be distributed by an agency of the Government.

The operation of the plan would not differ materially from the processing

taxes and benefit payments provided under the Agricultural Adjustment Act

of 1933* The fact that in this instance some of the actual operations

would be conducted by a special revolving fund and not the general fund

does not alter the fact that the fiscal aspects of agricultural benefit

payments are substantially similar to those of other governmental

services or expenditures.
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Turthermore, the parity payments provided the producers of the 3 or k

commodities oorered by the certificate plan would not differ significantly

(excepting perhaps in amounts) from the parity payments which are now

pro Tided through the Budget and from the general fund to the growers of

agricultural commodities and would no doubt be continued for the commodi-

ties not covered by the plan.

In the Department of Agriculturef s memorandum the Tiew is expressed

that "under existing circumstances,11 an increase in direct goTernmental

payments "is neither practical nor desirable." It is urged that since

Congress is not likely to continue to make direct appropriations for the

benefit of a particular group, an indirect subsidy should be provided*

The democratic process assumes that Congressional determination

represents the nearest possible approach to the expression of the public

will. This is recognized in certain parts of the Department of Agri-

culture1* memorandum. In respect to the parity payments, however, a con-

trary position appears to be taken, namely, that while the present Congress

represents the public will, succeeding Congresses may not represent it.

Although there is thus an apparent anomaly, those taking this position

hold that agricultural aids should be adopted as a permanent policy outside

the Budget, because other economic and industrial group* hare protect ire

legislation of various kinds which need not be reconsidered at each

session of Congress. The tariff is the principal example mentioned*

Many agricultural commodities are protected by tariffs and, in recent

years, even the tariff on wheat has been effective in raising the farm
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price* Aside from this consideration, however, the observation may be

made that the tariff Is either a policy or a disease. If it is a policy

Intended to achieve a certain result the measures should not be taken

which would operate to nullify it. If instead the tariff is a disease,

the cure would seem to be its elimination rather than to spread the

disease by measures which in no respect reduce the economic loss caused

by the tariff In misdirecting the use of the nation1 s productive re-

sources* She tariff hits primarily consumers. This proposal would hit

them again*

Moreover, the type of tax pressure afforded by the tariff is very

different from the payment of governmental cash benefits financed from

taxes. The distribution of burdens is different, the distribution of

benefits is different, and the effect on internal competition and pro*

ductive efficiency Is different*

A line must be drawn somewhere between the incidental effects of

governmental policy on the fortunes of people and the direct payments of

money forcibly collected from the people. The latter is more susceptible

to the dangers of misuse, and accordingly requires more careful scrutiny

to achieve an allocation of governmental burdens and benefits in accord-

ance with the public interest. Although similar scrutiny should no doubt

be accorded to tariffs, the fact that it has not been given does not war-

rant extending the lack of scrutiny to direct governmental payments* In

addition to uhat has already been said on this point, it should be noted

that the pursuit of the proposed policy would logically involve the grant-

ing of indirect subsidies to numerous additional groups. The plan would
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establish a dangerous precedent, which other economic groups would strive

to emulate. If the plan is suitable for agriculture, why not for mining,

for Instance? The plan is so ideally adaptable to various kinds of

income-redistribution schemes that its sponsorship for other groups seems

reasonably probable* The resulting multiplicity in tax-levying and col-

lecting bodies, operating independently within the Federal Government,

would raise havoc with fiscal planning*
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2* Hax a^lalftnrtlffB- l*roB the point of view of tax administra-

tion, several shortcomings of the Certificate Plan should be noted*

Sound tax policy endeavors to keep tax changes as infrequent as

possible to minimise dislocating effects on industry. Under the certi-

ficate plan rate changes of substantial magnitude might be made from

year to year* The rate changes would probably occur more frequently

than they occurred under the invalidated processing taxes because the

Certificate Plan, unlike the processing taxes, apparently allows the

Secretary of Agriculture no discretion in this respect* The tax rate

for each marketing year is automatically equal to the difference between

the average farm price and parity price* 2/

Furthermore, the crudeness of the Certificate Plan as a tax measure,

lacking In Integration of technical details (with respect to definitions

of tax base, and exemptions, deductions and refunding provisions), can

be expected to create many inequities*

The effective application of processing taxes requires the Imposi-

tion of compensatory taxes* Floor stock taxes are a case in point*

Under the invalidated processing taxes provision was made for compen-

satory floor stock taxes on any article that on the date the processing

tax became effective was held for sale or other disposition*

Such compensatory taxes are essential to prevent undue profiteering*

The need for such taxes is present especially when rate changes are likely

to occur from time to time* Moreover, In those instances where, on

1/ Seef however, page 25, fn* 1.
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occaslons, reductions in tax rates are likely, provision should also

be made for refunds on floor stocks* In the absence of such provisions,

processors and distributors are exposed to heavy losses merely because

of a change in the tax rate*

Under the processing tax, the Secretary of Agriculture was in-

structed to ascertain whether "the payment of the processing tax upon

any basic agricultural commodity is causing or will cause to the processors

thereof disadvantages in competition with competing commodities by reason

of excessive shifts in consumption between such commodities or products

thereof** If he so found, he was to proclaim a tax at a rate "necessary

to prevent such disadvantages In competition11 on the first domestic

processing of the competing commodity* The need for this type of com-

pensatory levy is particularly important in a commodity, such as cotton,

for which Important competitive substitutes are available, such as

paper, jute and rayon* This problem may be more serious in the case

of the industrial uses of cotton*

Conceivably, a certificate plan of the type proposed could be sup-

plemented by compensatory taxes within the internal revenue system*

Whether such compensatory taxes are In fact contemplated by the pro-

ponents of the plan has not yet been Indicated* It would appear that

the imposition and administration of compensatory taxes as well as the

disposition of the revenues raised would be more cumbersome as adjuncts

of the Certificate Plan than was the case with the processing taxes

imposed, from 1933 *o 1936*
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3« Federal expenditures* The adoption of the certificate plan would

clearly result In a large Increase In total expenditures for agricultural

purposes* Part of the expenditures would be Inside the Federal.budget and

part outside the Federal budget* There appears to be some question whether

the amount of Federal expenditures within the budget would be reduced*

Some features of the plan would indicate the possibility of reduction

in budget expenditures* With respect to certain commodities, the certi-

ficate plan is proposed as a substitute for "parity payments11 now financed

from general revenues. These expenditures presumably could be discontinued

upon the enactment of the certificate plan* It Is also possible that the

enactment of the certificate plan might make agriculture's resistance to

reductions in appropriations less effective than it would otherwise be*

On the other hand, if the plan reduces domestic consumption and in-

creases farm surpluses, it will increase the demand for crop loans (so*

called) which constitute a drain on the Treasury. Moreover, the adoption

of the plan nay serve merely as an entering wedge for larger farm benefits*

Pressure may be expected to develop to secure for the noncerti floated

commodities government benefit payments on a i>ar with those obtained by

commodities covered by the certificate plan.

Federal expenditures also may be Increased in other directions because

of the plan* The Increased cost of living due to the taxes may indirectly

raise expenditures for relief purposes. Such expenditures would also be

Increased if the tax so reduced the volume of consumption as to decrease

the volume of employment*
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U. Distribution °f burdens and benefits. The certificate plan

would Impose a tax on certain necessities* It would tax the consump-

tion of wheat, cotton and rice* Experience with the processing taxes

under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, invalidated in 1936,

indicates that the burden of taxes on these commodities would fall,

in large part, on consumers. Inasmuch as the consumer expenditures

for the products of these agricultural commodities account for a much

greater proportion of the total expenditures of individuals and

families with small Incomes than of the total expenditures of those

with larger incomes, the burden of the tax would be regressive* Itv

would bear more heavily on those with small Incomes than on those

with larger incomes.

The tax would be unusually regressive for It would be imposed

on physical units of an agricultural commodity, without regard to the

price of the product consumed. Unlike a sales tax which is imposed on

the basis of price, the certificate tax would be imposed on the basis

of weight or volume. Low income consumers purchasing low-priced cotton

articles would pay a higher tax with each dollar spent than higher

income consumers purchasing high-priced cotton articles.

It may be that in some cases processors would find it necessary

and practical to transfer some of the tax burden from their low-priced

to their high-priced products. Under the invalidated processing taxes

cigarettes, for instance, appear to have borne more than their share ,

of the tobacco taxes* This type of adjustment, however, is very uncertain
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and cannot be predicted as a likely occurrence In the case of other

products*

The rate of taxation contemplated by the proposed certificate plan

would be far hearier than the rates which in the past usually have

been applied to necessities In the United States* The general sales

taxes imposed by states in no instance exceed 3 percent of the amount

of the transaction, and moreover, in many casesv exempt farm products

from taxation*

The rate of the tax under the proposed certificate plan would be

equal to the difference between estimated parity prices and the aver-

age farm prices of the particular agricultural commodities affected*

In some instances* the rates of these taxes would be even higher than

those Imposed under the invalidated processing taxes* Even on the

basis of United States average farm prices prevailing on December 15,

193^1 the difference between parity prices and farm prices amounts to

3r>*8 cents per bushel of wheat and 6.2 cents per pound of cotton* A

6-cent tax on 10-cent cotton, for Instance, would be equal to 60 percent

of the farmers1 selling price* The imposition of Indirect taxes of this

magnitude, superimposed on an already regressive Federal-state-local

tax system, would severely affect the already limited purchasing power

of the low-income families*

The effects of the certificate plan would be especially burdensome

to those #io, just like wheat, cotton and rice farmers, are receiving

less than "parity11 incomes. There are large numbers of other persons

on farms and in the cities who have incomes and standards of living as
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low at the growers of wheat, cotton and rice. The whole body of the

unemployed and the under-employed laborers In all industries hare

less than "parity" incomes and would be subjected to a heavy turden on

account of the tax. 1/

Underlying this method of financing parity payments is the assump-

tion that the existence of low agricultural prices bestows an unfair

advantage on consumers, and that such an advantage might properly be

recaptured for the benefit of agricultural producers. It presupposes

that the rewards accorded by the market place to the producers of certain

commodities are not just and require supplementation to raise them to

some specified but variable levels.

Although tt may be agreed that "the farmer is entitled to a fair

price," that does not dispose of the question as to what is the fair

price. Even defining It as a price nhich will give the producer a fair

income leaves undetermined the essential question of what is fair*

Furthermore, a price that will give a fair Income to the producer is not

necessarily a fair price to the consumer. The consumer ought not be

required to pay more than the price resulting under a sound organization

of agriculture. A sound organisation of agriculture giving fair returns

1/ In answer to this problem, Secretary Wallace replies: "The fact is
that many of the people itoo can11 afford to pay for pork when the
farmers are getting 13 cents a pound for hogs probably can't buy
pork when hogs are down to 3 cents either. Isn't it a wiser policy
to ask that all consumers #10 are able, pay a fair price for their
food, and then to aid the others if necessary through the methods
of making surplus foods available to those without jobs, such as
the Food Stamp Plan and the school lunch program?" (Wallace,
"How permanent Is the farm program?" page lU.)
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to thorn* engaged In faxmlng would almost certainly afford lower price*

to consumers than 'parity" as now computed* To Impose on the consumers

through a processing tax the burden of giving the farmer a fair price

—whatever that may be found to be—may thus result In serious unfair-

ness to consumers.

In the Department of Agriculture i t is recognized that the cert i f i -

cate plan would constitute, In effect, a tax on consumption* It has

been maintained, howerer, that the regressive effects of the tax would

be offset by the 'progressive* effects of the expenditures and that

the net result would be •progressive.11 Underlying this position Is the

assumption that the plan would benefit a low-Income farm group largely

at the expense of a higher-income non-farm group*

At the outset9 i t should be noted that this distinction between

farm and non-farm population Is not #iolly relevant to the issue* The

certificate plan has been designed for the benefit of wheat, cotton

and rice (and possibly some tobacco) growers only* It probably cannot

be employed successfully, and i t i s not proposed, for the benefit of

the growers of the many other farm commodities. In consequence, the

plan does not propose to benefit the entire farm population at the expense

of the entire non-farm population* It proposes, rather, to benefit

wheat, cotton and rice growers as distinct from a l l other farm groups

as well as a l l the non-farm groups.

There are at present in the United States approximately 7 million

farm families* About 3 million of these are engaged, to a small or

large extent, in the growing of wheat, cotton and rice* Thus, even If
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all wheat, cotton and rice growers cooperated in the AAk production

and toil conterration programs and were eligible for parity payments,

the certificate plan would benefit not more than 3 million farm

families, at the expense of another group consisting of U million farm

families, more than 22 million non-farm families, and several million

single individuals*

Moreover, the plan, if adopted, may not be of mach help to some

wheat and cotton growers. That likelihood is indicated by the fact

that a portion of the wheat and cotton growers produce these comnodi-

ties in such small quantities that the benefits they would receive from

their share of the certificates, if they complied with the farm program,

would be offset largely by their share of the tax burden as purchasers

of wheat, cotton and rice products*

The certificate plan Is said to have 'progressive* effects because

the average income of the farm population which would be benefited Is

lower than the average income of the non-farm population which would be

taxed. However, a comparison between farm and non-farm population on

the basis of per capita Incomes Is subject to misinterpretation* The

incomes of the two groups are not comparable* A dollar of income in a

rural area is something entirely different from a dollar of income in an

industrial area* Its purchasing power is different because the cost of

living generally is lower In rural than In urban areas* Tor those on

farms, food, housing and clothing, three important elements In the

budget of the low-Income groups, require a smaller expenditure than

for those In the cities*
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In comparing the income of the farm and the non-farm population

i t i s emphasized that a larger proportion of the f a n population fa l l s

in the low-income group than i s the ease in the non-farm population*

It is pointed out, for instance, that a considerably larger percentage

of the families on cotton farms have low annual Incomes than i s the

case with an industrial population* Such use of percentages, however,

does not bring out some of the important aspects of the low-income

problem* ' The percentages relate to entirely different magnitudes* The

adoption of the certificate plan would result in the taxation of at

least 5 million non-relief families with incomes of less than $720, for

the benefit of wheat, cotton and rice growers, only part of whom have

such low incomes* In addition, there were 4,500,000 relief families,

of ifcom 600,000 were farm families* i / In other words, i t i s not evident

1/ In 1935-36, one-third of American families are estimated to hare had
Incomes of less than $780* Ho Information i s available on the
income distribution among wheat, cotton and rice farmers specifi-
cally* However, in that year, 37*6 percent of a l l non-relief farm
families were estimated to have had annual incomes under $7S0*
Tor a l l non-relief families, the corresponding proportion was only
23*5 percent* However, in actual numbers, over 6 million non-relief
families had incomes less than $780. Non-relief farm families ac-
counted for a l i t t l e over 2 million of the six* However, families
of wage earners also accounted for over 2 million* Xven i f the
percentage of wheat, cotton and rice growers falling in this low
income group were much larger than that reported for al l farm
families, the adoption of the certificate plan would result in the
taxation of at least 5 million non-relief families with incomes
of less than $780, for the benefit of wheat, cotton and rice
growers, only part of whom have such low incomes* In addition,
there were U,500,000 relief families, of whom 600,000 were farm
families*
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that the net effect of the plan would be a distribution of income from

higher to low income groups*

Moreover, we are here dealing with families whose incomes range from

minus quantities upward* Therefore, eren If, on the average, the

families taxed had a higher income than those which received the benefits,

the families taxed would still Include a number whose incomes would be

lower than the incomes of many receiving the benefits* In other words,

despite the fact that on the average farm families have lower Incomes than

urban fanllies9 the plan would tax some consumers with little or no Income

for the benefit of some farmers with relatively larger incomes. To this

extent the effect of the plan would be the converse of *progressiveness«*

Finally, it tfiould be noted thatf aside from limitations on maximum

payments to Individual farmers, the benefits under the certificate plan

would be distributed among farmers approximately In proportion to the

present distribution of incomes* Wheat, cotton and rice growers would

benefit in proportion to their normal production* Therefore, in general,

farmers with large farms, producing large amounts of wheat, cotton or rice

would receive more money from the plan than small farmers producing smaller

amounts*

These considerations indicate that (l) the cost of the plan would be

distributed Inversely to taxpaylng ability, (2) the benefits of the plan

for these commodities would be apportioned roughly according to the present

distribution of Incomes among the growers, and (3) some purchasing power

would be transferred from low income families to higher Income families*
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At all events, even if it could be agreed that the certificate

plan tax on consumers for the benefit of producers might have "progres-

sive* effects, it would still be true that the degree of such "progres-

slveness* would be less than could be achieved under practically any

other method of taxation*
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EXHIBIT I

Collection* from Agricultural Adjustment Taxes

Source of receipts j

Wheat $
Cora
Cotton • .
Tobacco ....»
Hogs
Paper and jute fabrics ...
Sugar
Bice
Ry»
Peanuts
Cotton-sinning tax -
Tobaecb*sales tax •
Potato-sales tax »

Total, agricultural
adjustment taxes • 371.422.885.64

fiscal year ending June 30
^935 J32L

117,621,17^.82
^.^6.193.7!*

1^.767.232.6^
18,068,^26.05
77,034.611.»
9.2W.S3O.78

17O.U16.37

$123,860,932.23
6,8*19,629.87

95.926,301.71
32,725.501,^

18^,601,009.46
3,221,707.27

71.093.970.65
29.119.97

3.571.936.01
1,110,874.86
3.231.374.77

$ 9,441.516.44
«4«

5.3I7.539.3O
13,286,127.31
i.973.083.16

637.265.85
30,357.599.06

665,721.04
175.475.88
138,051.04
451,223.03

1,214,880.64
43.900.64

#526.222.358.24 171.637.206.70
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